Freya retelling ‘Penguin’

Transcript of audio recording combined with notes made at the time

Mathematical idea: number complements for 10 and 11

Once upon a time there was a duck

And this Duck said to a seal ‘My Mum wants you to go and get some fish from the pond, the magical pond which shines and glistens.’

So he went to the pond and he jumped into the pond

And he caught two yellow fish

(Repeats this phrase)

Two yellow fish, and three pink fish, and four orange fish and one blue fish

So he counted them one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten

He had ten altogether

And then he picked them up

And he went back home to goose

Here’s your ten lovely fish

But I’m still hungry

So he went back to the pond

And he caught one pink fish and four blue fish and he caught three yellow fish and he caught two orange fish

And he counted them one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten

And he picked them up counting them in his head

And he took them back to Goose

‘But I’m still hungry’ said Goose

So he went back to the glistening and shining pond
And he caught two orange fish and took them back and counted them and took them back to

‘I’m still hungry’

So he went back to the pond

And he went back to Goose

And he said ‘I want eleven fish this time’

So he went back to the glistening and shining pond

And he caught five orange fish and four yellow fish ..... 

(Adds another yellow fish changing this from four to five)

And five yellow fish and one blue fish

So he counted them one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven

And he picked them up counting them

And he took them back to Goose

And they had a big meal

Then when Goose was full after they all had those fish

She thought ‘I’m too full up. Maybe I should have said I wanted two more fish.’

The End.